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1･ Find the volume of the solid obtained by

revolving the region under the curye y - f(3)

From a; = a to a = ら about, the x-axュs.

f(鋼)-e-3g; a-0, b-1
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3. Find an equation of the level sur飴,ce of

f(a,, y, 2,) - 2a'2+3y2 -2, that contains the point

(-1,2,-3).
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2. Find the volume of the solid obtained by
revolving the region bounded by the graphs of

the請nctions about the x-axis.

a. y-2a; andy-£高手T

b･ y-三,y-8,andy-2&,
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4. A formula for estimating the weight of a

trout (缶om measurements) is

w-請

where L is its length and G is its girth (the dis-

tance around the body of the ash at its largest

point), both measured in inches, The weigm of
the魚sh W is in pounds. A trout caught by Ash-

ley is 20% longer and has a girth that is lo瑞

shorter than the one caught by Jane. Whose

catch is heavier? By how much does the weight

of'the trout caught by Ashley di鮪r五〇m the

weight of the one caught by Jane?
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Calculus Homework Assignment 2

5. Determine the followmg Statement is true or

ぬIse. If it is true, explain why it is true. If it is

false, explain why, or give an example to show

why it isぬIse.

Every point on the level curve ∫(鍬,〟) - c cor-

responds to a point on the graph of ∫ that is c

units above the ay-plane if c > 0 and lei units

below the ay-plane if c < 0.
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7. Find the second一〇rder partial derivatives of

the mnction, and show that the mixed partial

derivatives fag and fu£ are equal･
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6. Find the丘rst partial derivatives of the

tion.

a･f(u,V) - eulnv

b･9(a, y, 2,) - ea'ya
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8. Determine the

false. If it is true, explain why it is true. If it is

ぬlse, explain why, or glVe an example to show

why it isぬlse.

If fag(3, y) and fya(a,,y) are both continuous

for all values of a and y, then fag - fya for all

values of :曹and y.
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